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Understanding the role of disorder, and the correlations that exist within it, is one of the defining challenges in
contemporary materials science. However, there are few material systems, devoid of other complex interactions,
that can be used to systematically study the effects of crystallographic conflict on correlated disorder. Here,
we report extensive diffuse x-ray scattering studies on the epitaxially stabilized alloy U1−xMox , showing
that a new form of intrinsically tuneable correlated disorder arises from a mismatch between the preferred
symmetry of a crystallographic basis and the lattice upon which it is arranged. Furthermore, combining grazing
incidence inelastic x-ray scattering and state-of-the-art ab initio molecular dynamics simulations, we discover
strong disorder-phonon coupling. This breaks global symmetry and dramatically suppresses phonon lifetimes
compared to alloying alone, providing an additional design strategy for phonon engineering. These findings
have implications wherever crystallographic conflict can be accommodated, and they may be exploited in the
development of future functional materials.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevMaterials.5.035004
I. INTRODUCTION
The periodicity imbued in a crystallographic lattice has
been at the heart of condensed-matter science for over a cen-
tury [1]. Deviations from perfect periodicity and the degree of
randomness introduced [2,3] is often ignored by simple mod-
els or absorbed into mean-field approaches. However, there
is rapidly growing understanding [4–6] that many phenomena
may only be understood when one properly embraces the role
of disorder and the correlations within it. Such correlations
may be described as “locally periodic,” coupling to periodic
material properties such as collective atomic vibrations, elec-
tronic states, etc. [7]. In many functional materials, from
leading ferroelectric [8–10] and thermoelectric candidates
[11–13] to photovoltaic perovskites [14] and ionic conductors
[15], correlated deviation from perfect periodicity plays a
pivotal role in governing functionality. This is the purview of
disorder engineering; controlling the disorder within a system
to create materials with new or improved functionality [16].
Most elements occupy high-symmetry structures (fcc, hcp,
or bcc) where equidistant neighbors provide an isotropic local
environment. However, a number of elements, for example
P, S, Bi, and Ga, crystallize with anisotropic neighbor dis-
tances. The intermediate actinides, U, Np, and Pu, are an
extreme example of this tendency, where a combination of
orbital anisotropy and narrow 5 f bandwidth (1–3 eV) drives
unique, low-symmetry structures [17,18]. For example, the
ground state of uranium (α-phase) consists of zigzag chains
that facilitate different bond lengths [19].
*daniel.chaney@bristol.ac.uk
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By organizing an anisotropic element, or more gener-
ally any anisotropic basis, onto a high-symmetry lattice, an
obvious conflict is created between the local environment
preferred by the basis and the global symmetry imposed by
the lattice. The central question is how the interplay between
these two opposing characters is manifested in the crystal
structure and ultimately the material properties. A subsequent
question is to what extent any effects are tuneable. A priori one
may expect the formation of correlated disorder, which thrives
on symmetry mismatch [5], and the shallow configurational
landscape facilitated by a high-symmetry lattice [6].
When addressing these challenges, pseudo-bcc (γ s)
uranium–transition-metal alloys are exemplars due to the con-
siderable symmetry mismatch between the bcc lattice and
the orthorhombic Cmcm ground state of α-uranium [19]. It
is also already known that, within the γ -field (Fig. 1), these
systems show evidence of locally distorted structures at am-
bient conditions [20]. This fact is often missed [21–23] as
the characteristic signal of local correlations is low intensity
and only accessible via diffuse scattering methods [3,5,24].
Crucially, an in-depth, systematic study of local correlations
in such systems and their impact on material properties has
been missing.
We have stabilized a series of U1−xMox single-crystal thin
films via epitaxial matching [25], designed to facilitate a high
degree of tunability. With extensive diffuse x-ray scattering
studies, we show that the conflict created by a mismatch in
preferred symmetry between a basis and the lattice produces a
new form of intrinsically tuneable correlated disorder where
every atom is displaced, lowering local symmetry, while
maintaining the higher average symmetry imposed by the
lattice. Through grazing incidence inelastic x-ray scattering
experiments, together with state-of-the-art ab initio modeling,
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FIG. 1. “As-quenched” metastable phase diagram for the U-Mo
system with the samples discussed in this paper included. Molyb-
denum content (at. % Mo) was determined from the relaxed lattice
parameter (a0) using the empirical fit (red line) to the data from
Dwight [26] (open circles). “As-quenched” α and γ metastable fields
are marked by red and white regions, respectively, separated by a
thick dashed red line [27]. A thin dashed red line separates the α′ and
α′′ metastable structures [27]. The light gray region corresponds to
the off-stoichiometric stability limits of γ ′, the tetragonal compound
U2Mo [28,29]. Note that this region is superimposed onto the γ -field
and does not represent a phase boundary. A dashed blue line marks
the solubility limit of molybdenum in uranium [26], after which a
complex mixture of phases exists, including the metastable γ s phase
as well as the stable γ ′ and bcc(ε)Mo phases. As metastable phase
boundaries are hard to define, all boundaries are indicative and based
on reported experimental values. This is particularly relevant in the
γ -field, and as such no boundary between the γ o and γ s phase is
reported. In general, the γ o phase is formed at lower Mo concentra-
tions, whereas the γ s phase dominates at higher concentrations. All
samples in this paper are γ s and shown as blue solid points with error
bars smaller than point size in all cases. Inset: A schematic of the film
structure.
we show how this form of disorder couples to the phonon
dispersion, ultimately affecting physical properties.
II. METHODS
A. Sample synthesis
All films in this study were produced by dc magnetron
sputtering in a dedicated actinide sputtering chamber at the
University of Bristol, UK. The film structure utilized was
a refinement on previous work [25]. First, a 20 nm epi-
taxial [11̄0] Nb buffer was deposited onto commercially
procured 1 cm2 a-plane sapphire substrates at 600 ◦C. This
epitaxial match is well documented [30] and produces high-
quality, single-domain, [11̄0] Nb layers which act as both a
chemical buffer, protecting oxygen diffusing from the sap-
phire substrate into the uranium layer, and as an epitaxial
match to γ -U. A 300 nm alloy layer was then formed by
uranium-molybdenum codeposition at 800 ◦C where the alloy
composition was tuned by adjusting the relative sputtering
rates of each material. Films were probed with in situ re-
flection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) between
stages to check for angle-dependent signal characteristic of
epitaxial, single-crystal films. Finally, all films were capped at
room temperature with 10 nm of polycrystalline Nb to prevent
oxidation.
B. In-house x-ray diffraction
All films were characterized via an in-house, copper
source, Philips X’pert XRD. A total of 24 specular and off-
specular reflections were collected for each film, and the
lattice parameters were determined via linear least-squares
regression, allowing the system orthorhombic freedom. Small
tetragonality was observed in all samples such that the in-
plane parameter was enlarged compared to the out-of-plane
parameters evidencing small amounts of epitaxial clamping.
This effect varies between a 0.8% and 0.4% increase of
the in-plane parameter and is inversely proportional to Mo
content. Accurate Mo content values were determined from
the empirical curve shown in Fig. 1 using a relaxed lattice







where c lies in-plane and a and b are out-of-plane parame-
ters. This is derived from the cubic requirement for |[001]| =
|[110]/√2|. Rocking curves confirmed a mosaic width of
0.5◦–1◦ for all samples.
C. Diffuse and inelastic x-ray scattering
Both x-ray diffuse scattering and grazing incidence in-
elastic scattering (GI-IXS) measurements were performed at
the ID28 beamline at the European Synchrotron Radiation
Facility, Grenoble, France [31,32] with all studies conducted
at room temperature and pressure. The diffuse scattering stud-
ies utilized an incident beam energy of 12.65 keV to move
away from the uranium L3 absorption edge. Data were col-
lected at two detector (2θ ) positions, 19◦ and 48◦, to access
a sufficiently large portion of reciprocal space. Analysis was
performed using a combination of in-house software and the
CRYSALISPRO analysis suite [33].
The GI-IXS technique is one we have used previously with
epitaxial films of UO2 [34]. The data were collected over
two experiments using Si(999) and Si(888) monochromator
reflections, respectively. These settings correspond to incident
beam energies of 17.794 and 15.817 keV with experimental
resolutions of 3 and 5.5 meV, respectively. The data were
fitted with a Lorentzian component to describe the elastic
signal and a damped harmonic oscillator fit for the inelastic
components; all fitting functions were convoluted with the
relevant resolution function. For the linewidth deconvolution
procedure, all noninstrumental broadening was assumed to
have a Gaussian profile. The instrument has nine independent
detector-analyzer pairs that allow the simultaneous determi-
nation of multiple phonon energies over a small range in q
for one instrument position. This accounts for the large point
density on the phonon-dispersion curves, especially when the
group velocity ( dqdE ) is small.
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D. Computational modeling
The theoretical dispersion curves were calculated using
density-functional theory with the ABINIT package [35]. A full
account of the theoretical methodology has been published
by Castellano et al. [36], and more discussion is given in the
supplemental material I and II [37].
III. PROBING THE LOCAL ORDER
A. Results from diffuse x-ray scattering studies
A composite reciprocal space reconstruction, made from
the three Mo concentrations investigated, is shown in Fig. 2.
This clearly shows two types of diffuse reflections. The
stronger of the two at the N positions, a translation of
〈 12 , 12 , 0〉p from the bcc Bragg positions, and the weaker
near the H position, a translation of 〈1, 0, 0〉p. Both diffuse
scattering components were previously observed in a similar
system [20] and were attributed to the same origin. However,
with the aid of greatly increased flux, finer q-resolution, and
most importantly a systematic series of alloy concentrations,
we show the diffuse signal comprised of two distinct sets,
originating from different effects. The two types of diffuse
signal show opposite trends with respect to Mo content, and
will be referred to as N and H, respectively, based on their
proximity to the corresponding symmetry positions in the bcc
Brillouin zone (BZ). Throughout this paper, Q will refer to
total momentum transfer such that Q = G + q, where G is a
reciprocal-lattice vector and q is a vector within the relevant
first BZ. Reciprocal space coordinates (h, k, l ) will be used
throughout, with subscripts p and s indicating parent and
superstructure properties, respectively.
Considering the H reflections first, they occupy a lattice,
close to but displaced from the H positions. There is also
significant evolution with Mo concentration, as shown on
the right-hand side of Fig. 2, starting with one broad peak
at low concentrations before splitting into multiple distinct
peaks at the highest concentration. The final state is fully de-
scribed by a coherent precipitate of U2Mo (γ ′), a chemically
ordered, tetragonal compound (c/a = 2.87) known to form
around 33 at. % Mo [28]. Given that the 30.9 at. % sample lies
within the off-stoichiometric stability regime (see Fig. 1), the
presence of a small quantity of γ ′ precipitate is unsurprising.
The signal in the two lower content samples is attributed to a
previously unobserved precursor structure of U2Mo, the exact
nature of which is beyond the scope of this study.
Identification of the H point signal as precipitate, and not
γ s phase reflections, as previously suggested [20], allows
us to isolate the second set of diffuse reflections, N, high-
lighted blue and green in Fig. 2. They are characterized by
four key features: exact occupation of N positions, a prolate
ellipsoidal shape, systematic absences at (h0l )s, and a positive
relationship between ks and diffuse intensity. All observed
behaviors may be explained by a local structure formed by
FIG. 2. Reciprocal space reconstructions of the (hk2)s (left) and (h1l )s (right) planes. All three samples investigated are shown with
relevant at. % Mo indicated for each quadrant. A superstructure unit cell with bs ≡ bp and a clockwise rotation was used for all reconstructions.
Reflections are categorized and indexed in the bottom right quadrant, with indices in superstructure notation. Reflections are indicated in black
(parent Bragg peaks), blue (N, domain 1), green (N, domain 2), and orange (H). Nb buffer reflections appear as doublets outside of the parent
bcc reflections. Powder rings arise from the polycrystalline Nb cap, and narrow intense peaks correspond to substrate Bragg reflections, neither
of which are included schematically. The {132}s reflection, marked with an asterisk, is highlighted in all data sets to show mirror symmetry
relations. (Right) Reconstructions for the (h1l )s plane highlighting the evolution of the H-type signal. The H point is marked with a circle.
31 at. % peaks are indexed for U2Mo with c parallel to ap (red) and cp (blue).
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atomic displacements along 〈010〉s with no requirement for
chemical ordering. The resulting structure recovers a Cmcm
symmetry, with anisotropic neighbor distances reminiscent of
the uranium ground state. The superstructure is defined by
|as| = |cs| = |ap|
√
2 and |bs| = |ap| with four atoms in the
unit cell at ±(0, 14 + δ, 14 ) and C-face centering assuring that
(hs + ks ) must be even. The bcc structure is recovered by
setting the displacement magnitude |δ| = 0. Accounting for
all possible domains, this structure describes all observed N
reflections and constitutes a unique solution. We note that
Ti exhibits a similar Cmcm (δ) phase with a distorted bcc
structure at high pressure (above 140 GPa) [38]. However, the
deviation from bcc in δ-Ti is significantly more robust than the
short-range correlations reported here. They find |δ| = 0.1,




The distortion that transforms from the parent to super-
structure, shown in Fig. 3, may be described within a frozen
phonon framework. The responsible mode is the TA1[110]p,
with polarization along the fourfold axis [001]p. Twelvefold
degeneracy provides six equivalent domains, which are all
equally occupied as evidenced by the equal intensity distribu-
tion, to within experimental uncertainty, between equivalent
diffuse spots. Crystallographically, this degeneracy corre-
sponds to the freedom to set bs equivalent to any parent axis,
and for each choice there exist two possible orientational
rotations, ±45◦ about bs. Accounting for time reversal, this
gives 12 diffuse reflections about each parent Bragg position,
one at every N position, for domains not shown in Fig. 2; see
the supplemental material III [37].
Once mapped onto the superstructure lattice, the system-
atic absences and relationship between the diffuse intensity
and momentum transfer may be easily understood by consid-
ering the structure factor at the N position as
|FN(Q)| ∝ f (Q)|sin [2π (Q · u)]| = f (Q)|sin [2π (ksδ)]|, (2)
where u is the displacement vector and f (Q) is the average
atomic scattering factor. As u = [0δ0]s, |FN(Q)| couples di-
rectly to ks providing a positive intensity relationship with ks
as well as systematic absences for ks = 0, as observed. For
each domain pair, ks is aligned with a different parent axis
such that the true behavior is hidden when treated within
the parent representation. Since |δ| is small, the intensity
reduction at parent Bragg positions is negligible; see the sup-
plemental material IV [37]. It should be noted that we observe
no evidence for chemical ordering, which would display the
reverse trend—diffuse intensity decreasing with momentum
transfer.
The local superstructure also provides a natural explana-
tion for a prolate ellipsoidal diffuse signal. If one considers the
physical meaning imbued in the superstructure axes, bs and
cs are the directions of atomic motion and phonon propaga-
tion, respectively, which together compose a “phonon-plane,”
depicted in Fig. 3(c). The third axis, as, is perpendicular to
this plane, and combined with bs it may be thought of as
a “shear-plane,” highlighted red in Fig. 3(a), within which
all atomic motions are in-phase, and adjacent planes perform
a shearing motion. The long axis of the diffuse ellipsoid is
aligned with as showing that the correlations are significantly
stronger within, as opposed to out of, the phonon plane. In the
FIG. 3. Relationship between parent and superstructures. (a) Ori-
entational relationship (see the supplemental material VI [37] for
transformation matrices) between parent (blue) and superstructure
(red) unit cells for one of six possible domains, with |δ| = 0.1 for
clarity; see the main text for details. All atoms in the “shear plane”
(highlighted red) move collinearly with the direction of motion indi-
cated by arrows on the plane edge. Alternate planes, demarcated by
I, I, III, . . . , move in antiphase. (b) Top-down view showing the 45◦
relationship between the parent and superstructure. The directional
relationship of TA1[110]p and TA2[110]p mode included in the bot-
tom right. (c) Schematic of the atomic motions in a “phonon plane.”
Blue dashed and red dotted lines refer to interatomic bonding in the
parent and superstructure unit cells, respectively.
17 at.% Mo system, a lower limit on the correlation lengths
(ξ ) may be extracted as 30 and 22 Å along bs/cs and as,
respectively. Given that the finite correlation lengths are the
dominant broadening factor for the diffuse peaks, these values
are also expected to be a good approximation for the true
values. Both the correlation lengths and the magnitude of indi-
vidual displacements, proportional to inverse peak width and
integrated area, respectively, display strong tunability with
alloy composition. This is clearly demonstrated by the de-
crease in area and inverse width for samples with sequentially
greater Mo content, evident in Fig. 2 and explored further in
the supplemental material V [37]. Regarding the character of
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the correlations, given a large enough sample of q-space and
a sufficiently good signal-noise ratio, it is possible to distin-
guish between embryonic wavelike distortions (Lorentzian)
or nanodomains with constant |δ| (squared Lorentzian) [39],
however we do not observe a statistically different fit between
the two functions for our data, and as such the exact character
remains undetermined.
By studying correlations in the alloy, we are also afforded
an insight into the fundamental instability in pure bcc-uranium
(γ ), which is only stable above 1045 K [40]. Therefore, we
can confirm that the relevant room-temperature instability is
in the TA1[110]p branch, evaluated at N, as predicted [40,41].
Upon cooling, the uranium phase pathway passes from γ
through the highly complex β-phase [42] before transforming
to the orthorhombic α-phase. The exact γ -β transformation
mechanism is unclear. However, our study indicates that the
TA1 mode could play a significant and possibly primary role
in the transition. This contrasts with the transition at higher
pressures, where γ transforms directly to α via the TA2[110]p
mode, atomic motion [11̄0]p, as first proposed by Axe et al.
[43].
B. Discussion on local order
Overall, the system should be thought of in terms of
displacive disorder that lowers the local symmetry, with cor-
relations governed by rules laid out within a frozen phonon
model. The resulting local structure is 12-fold degenerate,
maintaining the higher average symmetry, while recover-
ing anisotropic neighbor distances reminiscent of α-uranium.
Hence, it is clear that the intrinsic conflict created by a mis-
match in preferred symmetry between a crystallographic basis
and the lattice is resolved by the formation of correlated
disorder. Globally, the high-symmetry bcc structure is pre-
served, whereas locally a significant symmetry reduction is
allowed. Importantly, the observed state is not considered to
be a disordered precursor to an ordered, low-temperature state,
as the lattice and basis symmetries are mutually incompatible.
We believe this constitutes a new form of correlated disorder
where every atom is displaced to form a short-range super-
structure with no evidence of chemical order.
Furthermore, this study highlights the important role that
modern, high-resolution, diffuse scattering has to play in con-
temporary materials physics. Recent instrumental advances
have allowed us to build upon earlier pioneering work [20]
to fully understand the γ s-UMo system, and we stress that,
as other authors have recently highlighted [5,6], correlated
disorder may be significantly more prevalent than previ-
ously thought. As such, diffuse scattering methods should
be employed to investigate systems wherever correlations are
suspected.
IV. ASSESSING DISORDER-PHONON COUPLING
A. Results from inelastic x-ray scattering studies and ab initio
modeling
As the underlying periodicity of a system is modified by the
presence of correlated disorder, one may reasonably expect
to observe fingerprints of correlations among phenomena that
are also periodic in nature. As such, we have studied phonon
FIG. 4. TA[001]p intensity as a function of q along  → H,
for 23 at. % Mo. The strong elastic response at q = 0.15 has been
omitted, and the lower-resolution (see methods) data, indicated by
asterisks, are multiplied by 4 for clarity. Data points are shown as
open squares, and total fit is shown as solid curves with the phonon
contribution highlighted by the shaded regions. Fitted phonon ener-
gies are projected on the plane as gray points, with a gray dashed
spline as a visual guide of the dispersion.
dispersions for one sample (23 at. % Mo) to investigate the ef-
fect of correlated static distortions on the dynamic properties.
The data were collected in grazing-incidence inelastic x-ray
scattering studies [34,44]. Representative constant Q scans
along q = [001]p are shown in Fig. 4, and the full dispersion
is shown in Fig. 5.
Our most important result is that, apart from close to the
zone centers (), we observe considerable broadening in the
phonon linewidths, which are inversely proportional to lattice
thermal conductivity. This is consistent with the observa-
tions of Brubaker et al., who report maximum linewidths of
∼20 meV at N for the 20 at. % Mo system [21] compared
with an ∼14 meV maximum observed in this study. The com-
parative decrease is unsurprising given that their study was
conducted at a lower alloying percentage, and the strength
of the correlated disorder is expected to increase correspond-
ingly. Similar effects have been observed in ω phase alloys
[45,46], however in such systems broadening is observed for
only part of the dispersion and is attributed to embryonic re-
gions that provide extra observable branches. The broadening
in our system may be attributed to two main factors: alloy-
related effects and the presence of short-range correlations
discussed above.
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FIG. 5. Phonon energy and linewidth dispersions. Top panel: Experimental (23 at. % Mo) and theoretical (25 at. % Mo) phonon dispersion
curves. Transverse (longitudinal) acoustic modes are shown as blue squares (red circles), and theoretical results from a virtual crystal
approximation are shown as dashed white lines. The full spectral function is plotted as a log0.6 color map to rescale the intensity divergence
at gamma. All directions are within the parent BZ. Bottom panel: Raw linewidths, o, are shown as gray squares (TA) and circles (LA) with
deconvoluted linewidths d shown by dashed blue (TA) and red (LA) trend lines. The smoothing methodology is described in the main body
of the text. Errors were determined by smoothing raw errors through the same algorithm and are shown as confidence bands.
To isolate the effects of short-range correlations and there-
fore assess their relative importance, modeling was performed
via ab initio molecular dynamics simulations, a detailed dis-
cussion of which is given in the supplemental material I,
II [37] and by Castellano et al. [36]. The resulting spectral
function, shown as a color map in Fig. 5, includes broad-
ening from the mass difference as well as interatomic force
constants (IFCs) dependent on both bond type and length,
the latter providing an approximation for random displacive
disorder. Anharmonicity from phonon-phonon interactions (at
300 K) was assessed to be much less than 1 meV, and phonon–
point-defect scattering was assumed to be negligible. As such,
the simulation is assumed to capture all major alloy-related
broadening, but no correlation effects, the validity of which
is discussed further below. This allows us to approximate the
deconvoluted linewidth shown in the lower panel of Fig. 5
by subtracting in quadrature the modeled width, m, from
observed widths, o. The deconvoluted linewidths, d, show
a strong dependence on phonon branch, direction, and en-
ergy, discussed further below. However, as evidenced by the
excellent agreement between the deconvoluted curves and ex-
perimental data, the alloy contribution is comparatively small
for almost the entirety of the dispersion. The theoretically
predicted linewidths, which include only alloying effects,
never exceed 2 meV. Assuming the validity of the quadratic
approximation, d =
√
2o − 2m, we conclude that, barring
the exceptional positions discussed below, the majority of the
observed broadening may be attributed to the presence of
correlated displacive disorder.
To further probe the q-dependence in the disorder-phonon
coupling, we produce a linewidth dispersion, Fig. 6, directly
comparing o and m. The experimental data have been
smoothed using a locally estimated scatterplot smoothing al-
gorithm to account for the variance introduced when fitting
very broad, low-intensity phonons and to extract a trend from
the raw linewidths shown in the lower panel of Fig. 5. The
smoothing algorithm was applied separately for each branch
and each crystallographic direction. An identical smoothing
methodology was used to produce the d trend lines and errors
shown in the lower panel of Fig. 5.
First, we note that, as is also clear from Fig. 5, the branch
identity is not preserved through the change of direction
that occurs at H. LA linewidths become TA linewidths and
vice versa. Such a discontinuity is allowed since phonon
lifetimes are a third-order term, and they have no requirement
to vary smoothly through high-symmetry positions. Secondly,
FIG. 6. Comparison of theoretical and experimental linewidth
dispersions. Smoothed experimental LA and TA linewidths, o,
shown as open red circles and blue squares, respectively. Error
bars are taken directly from the unsmoothed data and were deter-
mined from an in-house fitting algorithm. Theoretical LA and TA
linewidths, m, shown as open dark gray circles and light gray
squares, respectively.
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we address the validity of the above assumption that m accu-
rately captures all major alloy-related linewidth broadening.
The calculation of phonon linewidths is significantly more
involved than phonon energies, and appreciating the added
complexity of modeling 5 f systems, the values of m shown
in Fig. 6, and used in the deconvolution procedure, must be
treated with caution. However, previous work on UO2 [47]
showed that, at room temperature where anharmonic effects
are small, acoustic linewidths never exceeded 2 meV, and
general agreement between calculated and experimentally ob-
served linewidths was possible. In contrast, Fig. 6 clearly
shows that, whereas the calculated linewidths in this work also
never exceed 2 meV, there exists a significant qualitative dif-
ference between the experimental and theoretical linewidths
for almost the entirety of the dispersion. This allows us to con-
fidently attribute the large majority of observed broadening
to the presence of correlated disorder. We do, however, note
that the uncertainty in the exact magnitude of intrinsic alloy-
related broadening makes precise quantitative proportionment
impossible.
Finally, there are also two places were no significant
difference between the calculated and measured linewidths
is observed: (i) near the BZ center, and (ii) close to the
LA-2/3〈111〉p position. The first case is a consequence of
wavelength; collective vibrations are insensitive to structural
modulations with characteristic length scales shorter than
their wavelength, and phonons close to the BZ center have
comparatively long wavelengths. The second case is more
interesting. It is clear that as one approaches q = 2/3〈111〉p,
from either direction, there is a significant decrease in mea-
sured LA linewidths toward the predicted values, until they
become coincident at around the 2/3 position. We observe
no change in TA linewidths over the similar region. This
suggests that the linewidth, and hence lifetime, of phonons in
the LA-2/3〈111〉p mode, and to a lesser extent those nearby,
are unaffected by the presence of the correlated disorder. The
reason for the minimum at this position is currently unclear;
however, it does indicate that this could be an allowed mode
in both the global and local representations. Further inelastic
scattering studies are required around this position, ideally
with greater q-resolution, to determine the true minimum and
allow greater insight.
The phonon energies show good overall agreement with
both theory and earlier experiments [21], although the model
is consistently underpredictive, likely due to the complexity
involved in modeling 5 f systems. Concerning the detailed
comparison between theory and experiment, we highlight two
points. First, the observed LA-2/3〈111〉p mode is hardened
compared to theoretical predictions. The softening of this
mode is a geometric effect present to varying extents in all
monatomic bcc crystals [48]. The mode corresponds to [111]p
atomic chains performing a shearing motion that preserves
interatomic distance, thus producing zero restoring force. The
extent of the softening is determined by the degree of inter-
chain forces present [49]. We propose the local correlations
increase interchain forces as sequential atoms along [111]p
distort in antiphase, puckering the chains. The subsequent
hardening has important consequences, especially when con-
sidering γ s-UMo as a potential advanced nuclear fuel [50,51],
since this mode determines the activation enthalpy for self-
diffusion [48], and understanding the diffusion characteristics
of a nuclear fuel is important for accurately modeling the
behavior under operating conditions; this is discussed further
below. Secondly, we observe a loss of longitudinal-transverse
degeneracy at P. Degeneracy is imposed by bcc symmetry
[52]; however, high-symmetry positions from the parent BZ
do not necessarily map onto high-symmetry positions in the
superstructure BZ. As such, no degeneracy is required at P,
leaving a direct fingerprint of the local symmetry reduction.
Similar effects have been predicted for correlated composi-
tional disorder, where one observes extra dispersive behavior
after correlations are introduced [7]. We also observe a mod-
erate softening of the TA[001]p mode near the zone boundary,
however we do not consider this to be a consequence of
disorder-phonon coupling; further discussion is provided in
the supplemental material VII [37].
Although the present theory [36] does not include corre-
lated displacive disorder, we can obtain some indication of the
effect random displacive disorder has on the LA-2/3〈111〉p
mode. Random disorder is likely to only affect the dispersion
by modulating the IFCs through a random distribution of bond
lengths. Therefore, by allowing the IFCs to be dependent on
this parameter, as determined from the fully relaxed ab initio
molecular dynamics (AIMD) step, we can approximate this
form of static disorder. To do this, we follow the idea of the
bond-stiffness versus bond-length model of Van de Walle and
Ceder [53], and we introduce a linear dependence of the IFC
parameters as a function of the bond length,
a(l ) = a0 + a1(l − l0), (3)
where l and l0 are the length of the bond in the alloy and
the ideal structure, respectively. a(l ) is the IFC coefficient,
a0 is the stiffness of the bond at its ideal length l0, and a1
is a coefficient relating the stiffness of the coefficient to the
deviation of the bond length from the ideal structure. To
obtain the length-dependent IFC, the coefficients a0 and a1
are fitted from the AIMD runs, performed using the normal
temperature-dependent method; see the supplemental material
I [37]. After including length dependency, both modes, TA
and LA, show increases by roughly 1 meV for modes that
contain uranium. The Mo-Mo modes may also undergo a
slight increase; see the supplemental material VIII [37]. This
is consistent with our assessment that displacive disorder is
the main factor in hardening the LA-2/3〈111〉p mode. The
remaining discrepancy between theory and experimental re-
sults is attributed to the short-range correlations, which are
not captured theoretically.
As mentioned above, the energy of this mode has im-
portant practical ramifications. It is well established that in
bcc metals the energy of this mode may be explicitly linked
to the activation enthalpy of self-diffusion, which is domi-
nated by monovacancies [48]. This may be seen intuitively
by considering the case of a monovacancy occupying the
body-centered atomic position, as shown in Fig. 7. When the
mode is sufficiently soft, such that the amplitude of oscillation
exceeds the marked saddle point, the monovacancy may hop
from its central position to the corner position. This form
of directly phonon-mediated monovacancy self-diffusion ac-
counts for the anomalously high diffusion characteristics in
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FIG. 7. Relationship between the activation enthalpy for self-
diffusion, Q, in bcc metals and the square of the LA-2/3〈111〉p
frequency, (ν2/3)2, adapted from Köhler and Herzig [48]. Universal
scaling is achieved by normalizing Q to the melting temperature
Tm and ν2/3 to ν0.1, the latter adjusting for lattice stiffness. Squared
frequency ratios for both our experimental results and different the-
oretical approaches are shown as colored spheres. These data sit on
the universal curve by construction, and errors are propagated from
uncertainty in the linear fit. Inset: Schematic bcc unit cell with a
central monovacancy; a plane containing a hopping saddle point is
highlighted in blue.
bcc metals with significant softening at the LA-2/3〈111〉p
position.
Figure 7 shows that from the measured 23 at. % Mo phonon
dispersion, one would expect significant phonon-mediated
monovacancy self-diffusion. It is also clear that by including
an approximation of random displacive disorder, the model
better replicates the experimental result, underlining the role
displacive disorder plays in hardening the LA-2/3〈111〉p.
However, there still exists a substantial discrepancy that can
likely be attributed to short-range correlations. This highlights
the need to develop theoretical tools that can accurately cap-
ture the effects of correlated disorder.
B. Discussion on disorder-phonon coupling
Nanoscale complexity, like that observed in this study, has
been shown to be of great importance in phonon engineer-
ing for emerging thermoelectrics [54], efficiently scattering
mid- to long-wavelength phonons that are responsible for
the majority of phonon-mediated heat transport in alloys
[55], and possibly contributing to the destruction of long-
wavelength phonon coherence [56]. Spontaneous structural
modulations have been observed in numerous promising
candidates [11–13,57–60]. These systems are vastly more
complex than the binary alloy investigated in our study,
often involving chemical ordering in conjunction with struc-
tural distortions, however we observe similarly extraordinary
phonon broadening, in both magnitude and the proportion
of the dispersion affected. This indicates that the power of
nanoscale structural modulations to suppress phonon lifetimes
is not system-specific, and instead appears to be a generalized
phenomenon.
High entropy alloys are an alternate strategy. They have
garnered interest as potential thermoelectrics and thermal
barrier materials due to the maximal levels of chemical dis-
order present and the phonon lifetime suppression this entails
[61,62]. However, we show that, not only does the efficacy
of nanoscale structural modulation vastly exceed the alloying
effects present in our system, even considering the large mass
difference between uranium and molybdenum [63], it also
exceeds those predicted for high entropy alloy systems [62].
This suggests that basis-lattice symmetry mismatch and the
resulting structurally degenerate ground states may be a key
ingredient for overcoming the limit set by maximal chemi-
cal disorder and designing systems with strongly suppressed
lattice thermal conductivity. We also expect that the intrinsic
tunability imbued in the disorder will be reflected in phonon
lifetimes such that the degree of broadening will be related
to |δ| and ξ . However, we do note that in a metallic sys-
tem, like the alloys investigated in this study, the majority of
heat will be carried by the free electrons such that the total
thermal conductivity is dominated by its electronic compo-
nent and remains significant even with a vanishingly small
phononic component. To employ the disorder-phonon cou-
pling demonstrated in this paper, and efficiently reduce total
thermal conductivity, one would need to realize an equivalent
level of correlated disorder in a semiconducting or insulating
system; a good example of similar effects can be found in the
thermoelectric system AgSbTe2 [12,64].
V. CONCLUSIONS
This work shows a distinct form of intrinsically tuneable
correlated disorder that arises from the conflict created by a
mismatch in preferred symmetry between a crystallographic
basis and the lattice upon which it is arranged. A crystallo-
graphically unique solution for the short-range superstructure
is given by a frozen TA1 phonon, simultaneously recovering
Cmcm symmetry, reminiscent of α-uranium, as well as pro-
viding a natural explanation for the prolate ellipsoidal diffuse
signal. Furthermore, by combining grazing incidence inelas-
tic x-ray scattering and state-of-the-art ab initio molecular
dynamics simulations, we discover strong disorder-phonon
coupling. This dramatically suppresses phonon lifetimes com-
pared to alloying alone, hardens the LA-2/3〈111〉p mode
ubiquitous to monotonic bcc crystals, and relaxes degeneracy
conditions at the P position.
These studies highlight basis-lattice symmetry mismatch
and the resulting correlated disorder as possibly a key in-
gredient in future phonon engineering strategies that aim to
efficiently suppress lattice thermal conductivity in thermo-
electric or thermal barrier materials, possibly also allowing the
lower limit set by maximal chemical disorder to be overcome.
Conversely, local conditions must be considered when design-
ing materials for heat transfer applications where high thermal
conductivity is desired. The effects are also expected to extend
to other periodic phenomena, electronic structure, spin waves,
etc., and in systems supportive of greater |δ| they could have a
significant impact on properties that are strongly dependent on
interatomic distance. Of course, these effects are not limited
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to alloys or compounds containing the intermediate actinides.
Any element with a low symmetry ground state is a promising
candidate. Technologically vital examples would be P, S, Bi,
and Ga. Taken in its totality, we believe this distinct form
of correlated disorder, with the strength of the effects and
intrinsic tunability imbued in the alloy composition, consti-
tutes a compelling tool for designing disorder into functional
materials.
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